
Indegene helps a leading eyecare  
company successfully engage 60%  
of its target audience during a  
brand re-launch



A global leader in manufacturing eye care products 
needed to build a robust re-launch strategy for a 
brand it had recently acquired. Its main goal was to 
drive awareness of the new brand among healthcare 
professionals (HCPs) and increase prescription volumes.
 
To succeed, the drugmaker needed to: 

• Identify and engage primary HCPs in the US

• Determine the optimum sales force size for the US 
market

• Design effective call plans for improved HCP 
engagement

• Drive hyper-personalized campaigns across  
preferred channels

The Customer Challenges

• No single source of truth to create a unified 360° 
view of HCPs

• Difficulty in identifying channel and content 
requirements for personalization

• Limited salesforce insights affecting the strategic 
distribution of resources

• Disconnected customer journeys impacting 
campaign performances

The Solution  
We designed an integrated, multi-pronged solution to drive effective HCP segmentation for laser-focused targeting, data 
consolidation for unified customer views, strategic salesforce alignment, and hyper-personalized content and campaign 
strategies.

Here’s how we did it:

Phase 1: Pre-launch Support

Based on:

Designed a multi-dimensional  
HCP segmentation model for  
superior targeting

Persona 1 Persona 2 Persona 3

Prescribing behavior

Content affinity

Channel affinity

Created a strategic plan for 
salesforce allocation and territory 
alignment

• Identified the ideal sales 
force size required for the 
US market

• Redistributed territories 
among salesforce to 
optimize efficiency

• Mapped territory centroids 
and boundaries to 
streamline hiring                              

Designed effective and optimized 
call plans for better engagement

Next, we assigned call plans to 
each sales representative as well 
as for the company’s virtual sales 
representative
      

We generated response 
curves to determine the 
point at which increased 
call activity does not yield 
incremental ROI



                                                                     

Phase 2: Post-launch Support

Enabled data ingestion and  
technology set up 

Combined multiple HCP data 
sources

Generated a 360° customer view 
through a Tableau dashboard

Enriched customer profiles on the 
go based on real-time activity

Integrated them using Indegene’s 
proprietary cloud-based data  
platform

Designed an integrated  
omnichannel framework

Captured affinity scores to identify 
channel and content requirements

• Developed reusable artifacts 
and transcreated assets

• Created reusable templates 
for an optimized approach

Designed a closed-loop  
campaign measurement 
framework

Enabled performance tracking 
on a centralized dashboard to 
review and improve campaign 
plans on the go

Monitored HCP  
behavior 
triggered by 
campaigns

Curated content based on HCP 
preferences

Reviewed and deployed the  
content plan across channels

Enabled Salesforce Marketing  
Cloud as the marketing  
automation platform for  
campaigns

Recommended  
improvements 
for higher 
engagement

Conceptualized KPIs around brand 
adoption

Monitored operations across personas 

Drove last-mile decisions among  
field force

These solutions were powered through Indegene’s proprietary NEXT Omnichannel Commercial Intelligence platform

Outcomes
Indegene’s advanced data-driven strategy for relaunch significantly improved brand awareness and recall among HCPs, 
resulting in increased volume of prescriptions within the first 3 months of the campaign launch.
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